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How to pronounce quay in english

Your browser does not support HTML5 audio How to pronounce the Noun in English In British English Your browser does not support HTML5 audio How to pronounce quay noun in American English What is the definition of a pier? This page was launched in The Delete Vote in July 2004. review the discussion in /Delete. Quay vs Wharf See also the wharf
article's discussion page on distinguishing (if any) between a pier and a pier. 87.228.188.125 10:05, 4 May 2007 (UTC) the word does not exist? I looked at that word in the dictionary. It wasn't there, and the copyright is very recent. The word pier is disappearing now? If so, this page has no purpose. Let's hope I'm wrong, and I haven't seen it. But the pier no
longer falls in love with my vocabulary (I hope) Looked again without a pier. Perhaps removal should be considered. The word pier is used in a contemporary Sydney context in Circular Quay. I see no reason to remove the record. --60.225.0.88 11:51, 8 April 2006 (UTC) It is in my Webster new Collegiate dictionary, and I think it is in the OED. What a strange
man. In any case, I hope he bought a new dictionary. -LylynII (conversation) 11:44, July 21, 2009 (UTC) Even if the word no longer exists (although it does), this is no reason to remove the article from existence. Maybe the merger would have been more appropriate. DeathNomad 21:15, September 12, 2009 (UTC) Word is definitely in use. I recently went
with friends to Ireland. They uttered the word Key. It's used all over Ireland. I came from Florida and heard the word Kway. Interesting, since there are so many Keys! I checked here to see the correct way of pronouncing, and I'm glad the word is on Wikipedia. But that's Case again. Kay, it's pronounced Key here in the port industry and it's very much in use.
The tray for the pier is a clamp in the coupon, which houses an electric wire, is the strength of large portal cranes. — Before adding the unsigned comment to 207.71.11.70 (conversation) 12:52, 23 May 2018 (UTC) To add to this, Kay is often used in the nations of the State (United Kingdom and its former colonies such as Canada). The word has a very
presumed origin, but there are a few things we know. First, a key in a Floridian context is an island, while the pier is connected to a pier. An alternative spelling for a key is a pier, but neither a key nor a pier mean the same as a pier, although all three are derived from a similar root. That's the level of information I can provide you that's based on the facts. —
Before unsigned comments added from 206.235.255.130 (discourse) 14:09, 3 September 2019 (UTC) Should this really be here? ... Or is it more suitable for Wiktionary? - Tallasse 17:42, 1 November 2006 (UTC) Jan de K I removed the reference to Jan de Kley because there does not appear to be a connection. This man's name is Kwaai (which is an
resentment of the angry in Dutch - people had a strange sense of humour when Napoleon forced everyone to choose his last name). It has nothing to do with the English word pier or the Dutch equivalent where. ChimpanzeeSPitter 21:51, September 1, 2005 (UTC) Pronunciation? Here in England (where the word is common; I was very surprised to see the
comment disappear? above), I've only heard it pronounced as a key, never rhyme with a way. I don't know about other uses, of course. I also note that quayside connects with a specific location in Newcastle; Other editors may want to know this as there are many other places where it can be used! Loganberry (12:51), May 30, 2006 (UTC) I am second to
that. I have even heard from school that pronounce key --antilivedT | In 2017 G 07:22, 13 January 2007 (UTC) In fact there are three correct pronounced on a pier: Key, Pier and Kway. Kay is definitely a word, but this article either needs to be expanded or the login of a wiktionary is enough. Benastan 6:58, 8 February 2006 (EST) It is always, always
pronounced key in the UK. I don't know about any other place. Loganberry (Talk) 02:16, March 10, 2009 (UTC) I first read this word in the works of J. R. R. Tolkien, and as an American reader immediately read the word pronounced as kway. Imagine my surprise and shame when my Australian friend said the word key one day when we were talking about
Sydney, and I tried to correct it! I had never heard the word used aloud anywhere in the United States (nowhere in Wisconsin, as in California), but the Australian was very firm with me that in his land, the word never pronounced anything other than a key. Since Tolkien has heard the word, so I again determined the pronunciation. My thesis in creating a
regional systemization of this is mostly conjecture. You would very much like this strange word to be explored more thoroughly on Wikipedia, because it is such a linguistic / phonetic scoop! Adopted?? KDS4444Talk -Before adding an awkward comment 10:50, April 10, 2009 (UTC). Not really. Qway is a perfectly legitimate pronunciation, but Americans prefer
a wharf. Without a historical section, it's just a dictionary entry. -LylynII (conversation) 11:44, July 21, 2009 (UTC) No, the pier was built on piles where the pier was built on fill. Both terms are in use in the United States because they refer to different structures of structures.dunerat (conversation) 19:35, April 19, 2018 (UTC) This word is defined in use and
necessary. Kay, it's pronounced key is the pier in the United States. However, the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris publishes international trade terms (incoterms) used in over 140 countries. The original terms are published in English and translated into basic languages. The pier is used in the term Ex Quay (DEQ) means goods are delivered to
the buyer of the pier. This term is used by American companies, even if they use piers or piers for everything else. Sage736 (conversation) 07:15, 3 October 2009 (UTC). Kay is traditionally pronounced as a kway in Australia and can often be mispronouled as a key. That's wrong. Literally, as I write this, the Sydney Train Notice calls round-the-world Key as
the next stop. — Prior to the addition of the unsigned comment to 203.42.178.36 (conversation) 20:59, 28 April 2016 (UTC) It is not certain where the contribution above comes from, which implies kway as a correct decree in Australia. In the 74 years of my life in Australia, it was pronounced only as a key. At Sydney Cove, the harbour was known as
Semicircle Pier, which is the true shape of the pier. The name is abbreviated for convenience. [10] Circular Quay was built in 1837-1844 with the redevelopment of the south sydney bay with an artificial coastline. They cheered on the south coast. Reflecting Cui's status as Sydney's central port. This area is occupied by Sydney's major ferry terminal, light rail
hub light rail hub and Circular Quay train station. As I mentioned before, I have never heard the term kway used, even from interstate! Merge Proposal There is an unfulfilled merger proposal added anonymously a few months ago. This has to be resolved. I'm second only to a merger proposal. Although it can be argued that the pier and pier can sometimes
be used in slightly different ways Wikipedia is not a dictionary. After all, whatever difference there is between the two words is smaller than the differences between the different piers around the world. And I think it is safe to say that given that there are already separate articles about pier, port and port, all of which can be used as synonyms for the pier in
some contexts, it is safe to say that two items for the pier and pier are unnecessary. Any objections? --Mcorazao (conversation) 19:05, 1 February 2010 (UTC) Weak support - Since the pier has no references while the pier does, the pier should be done in a subsection of arte pier... unless it is established that another pollster proves that he is uniquely
different from the pier, at which point he must remain an independent member. That said, I don't always like to delete articles based on differences in terminology, since less is not always more. -75 1 , 20:39 תחיש !  February 2010 (UTC) Comment - Thanks, but I'm not sure I understand the argument. By policy deleting articles based on differences in
terminology is one of the best arguments for merging. If no evidence is offered that there are separate topics implied by each term, they fall into the category of difference without distinction. Why even create a separate section if no significant difference has been identified (with the caveat that if there is anything and interesting, which can be said about how
and when each term is used, then perhaps this can be used subsection; it does not seem to me that this is the case)? --Mcorazao (conversation) 17:24, February 2, 2010 (UTC) OK, turning this into a redirection as there are no objections. --Mcorazao (conversation) 20:34, February 8, 2010 (UTC) Restored by I was just listening to reading The Lord Jim by
Joseph Conrad on Librivox. The reader is American, but neutral enough and adaptable enough in his accent, not to draw too much attention to the imagination of an Englishman when reading the dialogue between different British characters in history. I realized that the Americans pronounced the puck (the English homophone of a boy) as boowee, but I was
quite surprised when he pronounced the pier (British homophone on the key) as kway rhyming with chilli. Key Largo (as in the thriller Bogart) and Key West, Florida, are pronounced in the same way as the opening of the door, but they are not extracted from Kay, but rather from the Spanish American cayo (a word for islet probably of Caribbean origin), so
Key West was once Cayo Weso or Bone Island and is actually in the east! is pier pronunciation like kway often in North America? Arius, Quay, long A sound, is the way we pronounce it in Michigan. This is the port where we park our boats along the coastline. I live in a city that has a lot of water around it and actually one of the streets in the center that runs
along the river and where our Yacht Club is located is called Quay Street. Angel Ayes, rhyming with buttercup is the only way I can hear it here in Indiana; In my new dictionary, however, I find the following three pronunciations (with PPI notifications): /k/ /kwe/ /kwe/ Orange Blossom I am in the northeast. The only names in the area that include a pier are
French by origin &amp; pronounced as an angular version of the French. We have a lot of buoys, I would say that most people float with pronounced as a mixture of 75% boo-ee (with very little w sound) and 25% boy. I listen to Librivox's books too : Sometimes I am surprised by regional differences in the pronouncement of certain words. I wonder if readers
are given any pronunciation guidelines? I've only heard it as ki:/ in the United Kingdom. I've always heard it pronounced as the letter K as in O.K. Many Americans tend to pronounce words the way they see them spelled out. Just as many Americans insist on restoring the word palm of L sound that it lost centuries ago because it's how it's written, many
Americans pronounce the pier as Kway because it's the pronunciation spelling implies. In Arkansas, I've heard both key and pier, but not kway. I guess we shouldn't be surprised that there is so much diversity in the pronunciation of marine because sailors come from all corners. Probably Angel eyes refers to the name of the letter A (and without w), that is, as
the name of the girl Kay or Danny Kay. No Izzeymac, although librivox people are obviously in contact with each other to share tasks and discuss strategies, I very much doubt if you give any guide to pronunciation. However, in most cases, they produce seamless reviews of extremely high quality, which compares favorably to the BBC Arts and Drama site
and often outperforms it! Whether for pleasure or for help with learning, I advise any local or foreign Anglophone to use Librivox, whether in combination with written texts, also in the public domain (links to them and background information on the Librerox site itself): There are several non-English texts that also include Finnish and Japanese, but surprisingly
not Spanish yet, although the latter seems to be the most commonly used in those languages after English. The only reading I've ever heard that I've really found undesirable was one in the Jeeves series of P.G. Wodehouse, read by an American. The upper crust, and even the archaic British accents, are essential to the spirit of this thing. Translating it into
French has a similarly damaging effect, as it completely removes the British atmosphere of the 1920s: It's a terribly sick production! Probably Angel eyes refers to the name of the letter A (and without w), that is, as the name of the girl Kay or Danny Kay. Arius, The way everyone here pronounces Quay Street is: Queier Street (long A). We use the same sound
KW for QU when we say: kwestshun (question) Kweeree (query) It's very interesting. Angel Ayes Arius, The way everyone here pronounces Quay Street is: Queier Street (long A). We use the same sound KW for QU when we say: kwestshun (question) Kweeree (query) It's very interesting. AngelEyes You need to be careful when using street names for
pronunciation. This street may have been named after Philip Quay, and he may have pronounced his name Kui. The classic example is Houston in Texas (pronounced houston) and Houston Street in Manhattan (pronounced howsten). These streets are named after different people and with different pronunciations. Packard, you, you excited me and called
the local director of the History Museum. He couldn't find anything to indicate that Kay Street was named after a man. He and I came to the conclusion (I admit very weak, without documentation) that he was chosen precisely because of his location: on the water, with a marina, a yacht club and several docking facilities for all the boats we get here every
summer. I wonder if languages, such as that the Irish have QU letters and pronounce them with the sound of KW? Though as we say it here, in a back forest in Michigan. Whether it's the street with a dubious history or the word meaning docks. AngelEyes The classic example is Houston in Texas (pronounced houston) and Houston Street in Manhattan
(pronounced howsten). Houston, Texas, isn't just a houst, it's a yosten. In Arkansas we pronounce it hyoosten, but the local dialect of Houston, Texas, the hy and hw voices (as well as what). I grew up in New England, where there were a lot of them, and everyone called them keys. I've never heard him pronounce in any other way. I wonder if languages,
such as that the Irish have QU letters and pronounce them with the sound of KW? No, no, quinn (/kwin) is an Irish name (Anthony Quinn's father is Irish), and scandinavians also have names starting Qu, but initially pronounced kv, like the infamous Quiddle who gave a new word in the English language, which means traitor collaborator, and kvin(d) is danish
for a woman. And then you have the Latin Kuo vatiz, Domin? (Where are you going, Master?) And swahili goodbye, Kuah Heri, but I don't think that takes us anywhere else. It is extremely unlikely that Quay Street, Michigan, is named after/for a person because, apart from the extremely obvious reason that there are piers there, the name Kay is described by
OneLookDictionaries as a very rare surname, popularity rank in the US #27,233. But we should not forget the fact that the original word is french le quai pronounced (ke) with open E, as in the egg, and U is in the word simply because you never get a Q without U in French or English (or in some other languages), unless you translite Arabic, as in Qatar and
Iraq. I think GreenWhiteBlue is right when he says that the pronunciation of many words like the pier changed when more people learned to pronounce spelling (in the old days, even if you could write often would vary your spelling, as we see in Samuel Pepys diaries and Shakespeare manuscripts). Before many people can write in England cardigan is
pronounced weskit, elo, read and guarantors, vitoli (that is, vittles). Quinn is an Irish name (Anthony Quinn's father is Irish), Quinn is a really Irish name, but it's an English transliteration of Quinne. There is no Q in the Gaelic alphabet. And if I'd ever said that word, I'd say kay. Packard, you, you excited me and called the local director of the History Museum.
He couldn't find anything to indicate that Kay Street was named after a man. He and I came to the conclusion (I admit very weak, without documentation) that he was chosen precisely because of his location: on the water, with marina, yacht club and several docking facilities for all boats to come in here every summer. I wonder if languages, such as that the
Irish have QU letters and pronounce them with the sound of KW? However, that's what we say here in the woods of Michigan. Whether it's the street with a dubious history or the word meaning docks. Angel Aes Mini Kay, ghost: Well, poor Minnie. It's a sad story. These piers aren't from here. Still... a bitter, interesting and fascinating tale. Thanks for posting
the link, Packard. Angels in Iowa and in the midwest always rhyme with hot dogs. My wife hadn't even heard of key pronunciation. Of course, this is not a word often used in a conversation in the heart. Summary: United Kingdom: pier = [kee] USA: pier = [kee], [kay] or less frequently [kway]. OZ: pier = [key]. IRL: pier = [kee]. Last edit: September 11, 2008
The oldest part of Sydney [Australia] is a circular pier pronounced Key. In my city there is a new development, Newport Case, pronounced Keys again. When I first heard the Americans say booi (boo) I had no idea what they were talking about. When I first heard the Americans say booi (boo) I had no idea what they were talking about. - No, Brio. Moderator
note (a little later, but hey-ho there go): Please try to keep the thread on the pier, not buoy ... Or Houston! Last revision: 11 September 2008, I uttered the word key, except, of course, in the French names. HYOost'n's pronunciation is widespread throughout the United States, not just regionally. As for keys and piers, they are small islands, not piers, and have
a slightly different etymology. . As for keys and piers, they are small islands, not piers, and have a slightly different etymology. Foxfirebrand Background to see that post #1 of this thread from yours really. It's usually a place, so I pronounce it, but the locals pronounce it. Personally, I would naturally pronounce it Kay (like taking a ride) if I didn't know, because it
seems more logical that way. Here it is pronounced as a key element. Summary: United Kingdom: pier = [kee] USA: pier = [kee], [kay] or less frequently [kway]. OZ: pier = [key]. IRL: pier = [kee]. Please get away with your résumé. In the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states, the most common pronunciation is kway. This includes a pretty large piece (rhymes with
punk) from the US population. That's not to say that many U.S. speakers don't say key or pier for pier, but the prevailing form seems to vary by region. Last modification date: 11 September 2008 O dearie me.... Since ewie is (probably) watching TV t' at the moment, let's start with an alternative résumé: UK: quay = US: quay = [kee], [kay], [kay] or [kway]. OZ:
pier = [key]. IRL: pier = [kee]. Oh, honey, I... Since ewie is (probably) watching TV t' at the moment, let's start with an alternative résumé: UK: quay = US: quay = [kee], [kay], [kay] or [kway]. pier = [key] ]. IRL: pier = [kee]. Please excuse ... Last modification date: 11 September 2008 ahemmm Ewie has selective memory. Here are AE posters that were tossed
before his résumé: [Something for everyone. Yer pays and takes yer Cherce.] AngelEyes - long A. Kwaye orange color: kway lysimak: angular version of the French Packard: Kay GWB: very American vegetarian like Kay Forrero: key and pier, but not kway dobes: key ewhite: kay Pigu: In Iowa and in the Midwest it always rhymes with shaking I have no idea
how the guys in Yuston say it. This seems to be worth the US: the pier = [kee], [kay] or [kway]. Or do I miss something? In the Longman pronunciation dictionary, I found the following: pier, Kay [kei] [kwei] quays [ki:z] [keiz] [kweiz] I just listened to a reading of Lord Jim by Joseph Conrad on Librivox. The reader is American, but neutral enough and adaptable
enough in his accent, not to draw too much attention to the imagination of an Englishman when reading the dialogue between different British characters in history. I realized that the Americans pronounced the puck (the English homophone of a boy) as boowee, but I was quite surprised when he pronounced the pier (British homophone on the key) as kway
rhyming with chilli. Key Largo (as in the thriller Bogart) and Key West, Florida, are pronounced in the same way as the opening of the door, but they are not extracted from Kay, but rather from the Spanish American cayo (a word for islet probably of Caribbean origin), so Key West was once Cayo Weso or Bone Island and is actually in the east! is pier
pronunciation like kway often in North America? Unless you're a buoy from Key Houston, please address the topic. Those who burn a desire to talk about other issues are invited to open additional threads. The Lonmen English dictionary does not indicate whether it is specific, which means that it is not specific... You gave the key out without mentioning the
link of the word to the pier - in fact, you hinted that they are completely different terms. Foxfeibrand. They are: Key Largo or Key West is from a word of the Caribbean, which means a small island that became cayo in Spanish (which does not mean pier - it's muel) and then is a corrupt key in American (but nothing to do with unlocking doors). Kay is from the
French quai in turn, derived from the original Gallic word. Thus, pier and key have as their origin as chalk and cheese, but in the case of Florida islets, the words have in common that they sound similar and have to do with the sea and litoral, and as a result were conflation. In Toronto there is a street called the Queen's Pier, and although some people
pronounce it kway, it is called Key in the media and most of the I have lived in many areas of the US, in the UK and other countries and am familiar with sea pronunciations in each of them. Americans aren't as bad as they should be, and they once were, especially in sea words. They have lost their marine traditions and their care for etymology. So, those of
us Americans who are sailors (not necessarily those who motor sail, oxymoron) certainly pronounce the pier as key and draught as a project and covenant like lay-u, etc. I book as a proper American pronunciation the use of buoys like Boo-E, not Boy; This pronunciation is long and invariably correct in all parts of America and at all levels of sailing experience
and tradition. I read a poem by Tennisson that rhymes the word pier for a day. I've always pronounced it as a key. I'm in the States. I just heard a highly educated highly educated American English (his doctor is from Harvard and is currently a professor there) pronounces a pier like a kway, that is, he rhymes with chilli. I was shocked because I was taught that
it was pronounced in the same way as a key. Both key and pier sounds reasonable, given the etymology of the word, but kway certainly sounds curious. From Old French Pier, cail (modern French kale), from Galish *kagyum, cagiíun (enclosure), from Proto-Celtic *kagyom (pen, enclosure (comparison welsh cae (hedge), from Proto-Indo-European *kaghyóm
(enclosure). because qu- is how we write the sound /k/, but it is not part of the etymology of the word. I just heard highly educated highly educated American English (his doctor is from Harvard and is currently a professor there) pronounced kay as kway, that is, he rhymes with chilli. in IPA) is a British English pronunciation, so, as British, you have been taught
to pronounce it like this, but kay (/ke保/) and kway (/kwee/) are widely used elsewhere in the English-speaking world, as mentioned earlier in the thread. These pronunciations are wrong - just look at every American dictionary; WordReference.com one is here: the pier - WordReference.com the English dictionary However, key is the first pronunciation listed,
which means that it is most common, even in Merriam-Webster. (11-year-old thread! I was surprised to read about qway as one pronunciation. I've never heard that before, but I've never traveled to New England. USA: pier = [kee], [pier] or less frequently [kway]. Spelling is the pier. The standard pronunciation of these 4 letters in English is kway, not kee. In
the U.S., I've only heard of I spent a lot of time in New England, around water, and all I heard was wayway. I don't have a horse in this race as the pier is not a word used here, but I just wanted to say that dictionaries are not entirely accurate when it comes to how widespread pronunciation or word is. For example, I was surprised to find many dictionaries
that say that the build is archaic, although it is still used in the south of the US and did not even know that strew was the standard word until I became an adult. Editing dictionaries have limited resources and may not know what is the most common pronunciation. Merriam Webster still lists the pronunciation of words such as what and where with hw
pronunciation first, although I'm pretty sure it's not as common as the one with the h. But anyway, I think I've heard both /ki/ and /kei/ but not /kwei/. Spelling is the pier. The standard pronunciation of these 4 letters in English is kway, not kee. In the U.S., I've only heard kway. I spent a lot of time in New England, around water, and all I heard was wayway.
There is no normal pronunciation of standard letters in English, especially in borrowed words. You probably know that, although you may not have thought it very carefully before writing it and just give a rude answer (cough-cough). (Now what is the normal pronunciation of ough? ) You can't use logic when it comes to English pronunciation. We're everywhere
when it comes to him. The most common time that people call logic is when they are not aware of other ways in which a word can be pronounced. Speaking of which, just think about the different ways the cradle can be pronounced, and then tell one of these people that their loved one is not right. Another example: If the law has an AW sound, why do most
Americans pronounce a lawyer to rhyme with a firework? Southerners say law-yer, just as the normal pronunciation of default of these letters would recommend, but that does not make it the majority pronunciation. Many brokers for some reason pronounce their title as real-torn with equal emphasis on both syllables, although they don't say hair-rip for a
motorbike or ack-tore for an actor. It's even pronounced that way in their tv commercials. So weird! I've only heard of a key and a pier for the pier. This thread is the first time I've even heard of kway as an option. This is one of the reasons I love WordReference. Last modification: March 18, 2019 There is no normal default pronunciation in English, especially
in borrowed words. I didn't know the pier was on loan. If it's not a loan, expect a spelling key or key (like Key Largo and Florida Keys). Now what is the normal default pronunciation of a ž? Did you miss 3D class? In 3D class, we are taught that Ough has multiple pronunciations with English words, not just one. So that's it. Relevant. I think this question
matters: Are there many English words starting with qu- pronounced k or ending with -ay pronounced -ee? Is anyone there? You must log in or register to answer here. Here.
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